. Schematic diagram of the designed CI434-tevS. TEV protease cleavage site (ENLYFQG) is inserted into the linker region between N-terminus and C-terminus domains of CI434 (between the 69th and 70th amino acids). The detailed DNA sequence is listed in Supplementary Table S8 . The GFP expression indicating the cleavage efficiency of TEV protease on the CI434-tevS repressor in both low(-IPTG) and high(+IPTG) TEV expression. The expression of GFP was measured by flow cytometry. All the experimental data were repeated at least three times. The PCR templates for TF mutants and TEV mutants are genes of CI434-tevS and TEVS219V, a TEV variant containing S219V mutation. Deletion mutations at N236 (aat → aa-) causes a premature stop codon, which changes the TEV C-terminus from NELVYSQ* to KN* (* refers to the stop codon). Transition point is defined as the temperature at which the fluorescence intensity is reduced to 20% of the maximum fluorescence intensity. The majority of the plasmids used in this study are derived from two basic vectors: pTFA and pPA. The derived plasmids were constructed according to the schemes "pTFA-XY" and "pPA-ZW", whereby X, Y, Z and W denote the proteins in the corresponding locations. Plasmids used are summarized in Supplementary Table S6 . The sequences of the crucial genes, their promoters and ribosome binding sites are listed in Supplementary Table S8 . The sequences of RBS were designed using the RBS calculator V2.0 (5). 
